
GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such 
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are 
not recommended. These effects sometimes have 
unpredictable results when printing. Photoshop is 
preferred when using these special effects.

The quality of artwork will affect the 
time it takes to prepare files for print. 
Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic 
jobs. Hard copy proofs are sent upon 
request with an additional charge and 
will also require one extra business 
day for turnaround. The times below 
are average lead times for standard 
products; extenuating circumstances 
may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 
PM noon in order to be considered 
a production day. Contact our sales 
representative for more detailed  
information. All production times are 
based on graphic draft approval.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please provide 
the fonts and a version of the file 
with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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TRIFOLD



The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

Please indicate whether 
perforation or numbering will 
be required.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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The quality of artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files for print. Electronic drafts are sent for all graphic jobs. Hard 
copy proofs are sent upon request with an additional charge and will also require one extra business day for turnaround. The 
times below are average lead times for standard products; extenuating circumstances may require times to be adjusted. All 
proofs must be approved by 12:00 PM noon in order to be considered a production day. Contact our sales representative for 
more detailed  information. All production times are based on graphic draft approval.

GRAPHICS
ARTWORK GUIDELINES

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS
● Illustrator CC or below
● Photoshop CC or below
● InDesign CC or below (not preferred)

● High quality, editable PDFs, 
● JPG/JPEG, GIF or PNG

Alteration cost will apply if files 
need to be fixed or altered to meet 
guidelines. 

When sending files, please be
sure to include all supported
art i.e. (fonts, linked images, etc).

Please note that Illustrator special effects such
as glows, transparencies, or drop shadows are
not recommended. These effects sometimes
have unpredictable results when printing.
Photoshop is preferred when using these
special effects.

RESOLUTION

All raster files (either print files or 
linked files)  must be at 72 pixels 
per inch at 100%.

FONT SPECIFICATIONS
Fonts must be converted to 
outlines. If changes need
to be made in the file, please 
provide the fonts and a version of 
the file with editable type.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS
Please provide all vector files 
(Illustrator and InDesign) in CMYK 
format. 

Please supply all raster artwork 
(Photoshop files, jpgs, tiffs) in RGB 
format for the most accurate color 
output.

Please provide a hard copy proof 
of the files being printed for color 
accuracy and a PDF layout for file 
layout accuracy where applicable.

BLEED SPECIFICATIONS
All graphics produced require specific bleeds. Below is a general outline for the required bleeds.
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